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Operating Instructions

(Household) AC/Rechargeable

Beard/Hair Trimmer

Model No. ER217
ER217
ER217

http://panasonic.net

F
Y EN, AR, PR ( 中近東 )
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Before operating this unit, please read these instructions completely
and save them for future use.
Printed in Japan
ER9710217469 Y0306-30112
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E Trimming Length Indicatorr

This Beard/Hair Trimmer is for the
trimming and care of mustaches,
beards and hair. Trimming length can
be adjusted between 1 to 20 mm. The
trimmer can be operated either from
an AC power source or on its own
rechargeable battery.

Indicator
1
2
•
5
•
8
•
11
•
14
•
17
•
20

Parts identification
(see fig. 1)
A Switch
Slide up to turn on, slide down to
turn off.
B Charge Indicator Lamp
Lights when the unit is connected
with the adaptor M to an AC
power source for charging.
C Main Blade
A precision 39 mm-wide blade
which can be used with the comb
attachment F.
D Quick Adjust Dial
Turn the dial to a higher setting to
raise or lower the comb attachment F to the desired length (between 1 and 20 mm) (see fig. 2).
The comb attachment is locked
in position when the switch is set
to “1”.

Trimming Length
gth
1.0 mm
2.0 mm
3.5 mm
5.0 mm
6.5 mm
8.0 mm
9.5 mm
11.0 mm
12.5 mm
14.0 mm
15.5 mm
17.0 mm
18.5 mm
20.0 mm

• The actual hair length may
y be
longer than the set trimming length.
ength.
F Comb Attachment
Use this to control the trimming
ming
length. (see fig. 3)
G Moving Blade
H Stationary Blade
I Cleaning Lever
Push this lever to remove bits
ts of
hair caught between the stationtionary blade and the moving blade.
ade.
J Blade Block
Release to remove the blade
lade
block from the housing to clean
or replace the blade. (see fig.. 12)
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K Thinning
Plate
T
When
thinning, slide the thinning
W
plate
up until it firmly clicks in
p
position.
(see fig. 7)
p
Plate Lock Button
T
L Thinning
Press
and hold while sliding the
P
Thinning
plate down to set the
T
Thinning
Plate back to its original
T
position.
p
M Adaptor
A
Use
U this to connect the trimmer
to an AC power source for recharging
c
or for AC operation.
N Oil
O
Lubricate
L
the space between the
stationary
s
and moving blade with
2 or 3 drops of oil after use. (see
fig.
fi 16)
O Cleaning
C
Brush

AC operation
Connect the AC adaptor to the body
in the same way as for charging, and
set the switch to “1” to use the trimmer.
If the trimmer does not operate after
connection as mentioned above, return switch to “0•charge” position for
1 minute and then set switch back to
“1” position.

READ
REA ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE
FOR USE.

Trimming of beard
Place the angled face of the comb
against the skin and cut the beard
by moving the trimmer in all directions to obtain a uniform cut. (see fig.
5)
With curly facial hair, the comb attachment may not cut all of the hair.
In this case, remove the comb attachment and use a conventional comb
to draw out the remaining uncut, hair.
(see fig. 6)
When shaping the beard, remove the
comb attachment. Place the angled
edge against the skin and make the
border of the beard even.

Operation
Ope
Charging
Cha
and cordless trimming
When
Whe charging the beard/hair trimmer for the first time or when it has
not been in use for more than 6
months,
mon
charge it for the activation
for at
a least 16 hours before use.
Connect
Con
the power cord to the beard/
hair trimmer, and plug the adaptor to
an AC
A outlet.
In some
so
areas, a special plug adaptor may
m be required.
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The charge indicator lamp will glow
red and it will stay on until the adaptor is disconnected from the AC outlet. (see fig. 4)
You can fully charge the trimmer in 8
hours if it seems to be losing speed.
A full charge will supply enough
power for approx. 10 trims (5 minutes
per trim for a normal beard).
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How to use the thinning function
(see fig. 9)
First, slide the Thinning plate up to
until it clicks. (see fig. 7) While
applying the blade point at right
angles to the hair, run the trimmer
slowly across the head as if
combing the hair. After thinning,
slide the thinning plate back while
pushing the Thinning Plate Lock
Button. (see fig. 8)
Notes on thinning
For thinning, confirm that the
thinning plate is set to the right
position. Incorrect setting may result
in excessive cutting.
If a difference in level is produced,
lightly thin to compensate.
If thick and thin portions are
produced, or if there are portions with
an excessive amount of hair, thin the
appropriate portions to compensate.
Point:
Thin the hair gradually while
checking the overall balance.

WARNING:
Detach the trimmer from
WAR
the
the AC
A adaptor before cleaning it in
water.
wate

Maintenance

•• If
with brush
If cleaning
c
1.
the blade and brush off
1. Remove
R
the
th cut hairs from the blade edge.
2.
2. Use
U the cleaning brush to brush
off
o the cut hairs from the trimmer
body
b
and from around the blade.
(see
(
fig. 17)
3.
3. Brush
B
the cut hairs out from between
tw
the stationary blade and
the
th moving blade. Press down on
the
th lever for cleaning in order to
raise
r
the moving blade, and brush
the
th cut hairs out from between the
blades.
b
(see fig. 18)
4.
4. Apply
A
a few drops of the oil to the
points
p
indicated by the arrows.
(see
(
fig. 16)
5.
5. Remount
R
the blade on the trimmer
m body.

Hold body of the trimmer with
with
e the
Panasonic mark upwards, place
the
thumb against the blades, and push
push
them away from the main body. (see
(see
fig. 12)
• If washing in water
1. Rinse off any hairs that are stickstickater.
ing to the blade in running water.
(see fig. 13)
e in2. Rinse out any hairs that are
ing waside the trimmer with running
water. (see fig. 14)
3. Shake the trimmer 4-5 times gengently, wipe off any water drops from
from
the trimmer and blade, and then
then
place it onto a towel with the
the
cing
“Washable” indicator facing
downward to let it fully dry. (see
(see
fig. 15)
o the
4. Apply a few drops of the oil to
the
ows.
points indicated by the arrows.
(see fig. 16)
5. Remount the blade on the trimtrimmer body.

Cut hair to the correct height by moving the trimmer back against the flow
of the hair.
Cutting around the ears
Cut a little, and then gently separate
the trimmer from the hair (see fig. 10).
Cutting the nape of the neck
Bring the trimmer gently away from
the hair to finish (see fig. 11).
(Do not use the trimmer in an inverted position. This can cut hair too
deeply.)

20:34:20

Turn off the trimmer (“0•charge”)) bebefore changing the trim height orr reremoving the attachment.

ol of
The following is the symbol
of
mbol
washable trimmer. The symbol
y be
means that hand-held part may
be
cleaned under water.

Cutting of hair

11-09-26

For environmental protection and recycling of
materials
This trimmer contains Nickel-Metal
Hydride battery.
Please make sure that the battery is
disposed of at an officially assigned
location, if there is one in your country.
How to remove the built-in rechargeable battery before disposal of the trimmer
The battery in this trimmer is not intended to be replaced by consumers. However, the battery may be replaced at an authorized service
center. The procedure described below is intended only for removal of
the rechargeable battery for the purpose of proper disposal.
Always make sure that the battery
have been removed from the trimmer
before disposing of it.
1. Disconnect the adaptor from the
AC outlet, and remove the power
cord from the trimmer.
2. Remove the blade from the trimmer.
Remove the screw (a) and detach
the bottom cover (b). (see fig. 19)
3. Detach the dial cover (c), remove
the screw (d) and disconnect the

Blade
Bla life
Blade
Blad life will vary according to the
frequency
frequ
and length of use. For example,
amp using the unit for 10 minutes
every
ever 3 days, the life expectancy is
approximately
appr
3 years. If cutting efficiency
cien is reduced substantially despite
spite proper maintenance, the blades
have
have exceeded their service life and
should
shou be changed.

Battery
Bat
life
Battery
Batte life will vary according to the
frequency
frequ
and length of use. If the
battery
batte is charged 3 times a month,
the
the service
s
life will be approximately
6
6 years.
ye
If the unit is left without be-
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ing charged for more than 6 months,
the charge will drain from the battery
and their service life may be shortened. Therefore, even when not using regularly, it is recommended that
the unit be recharged at least once
every 6 months.
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dial (e).
4. Remove the two screws (f).
5. Detach the housing (g).
(see fig. 20)
6. Remove the screws (h).
7. Disconnect housing (i).
8. Disconnect the battery chamber
(j) and remove the battery (k).
(see fig. 21)

Attention
• Do not charge the trimmer at temperatures below 5°C (41°F) or
above 35°C (95°F), or where it will
be exposed to direct sunlight, or
other heat sources.
• Clean the housing only with a soft
cloth slightly dampened with water
or soapy water. Never use a caustic cleaner such as benzine or
bleach.
• The trimmer may become warm
during operation and normal recharging. This is normal.

Caution
1. This appliance is not intended
for use by persons (including
children) with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities,
or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have
been given supervision or
instruction concerning use of
the appliance by a person
responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised
to ensure that they do not play
with the appliance.
2. Never tamper with the moving parts.
3. Do not pick up the trimmer by the
cord. It may become detached,
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causing damage or injury. one
this
4. Do not use on animals.
d AC
5. Never disassemble the trimmer.
Take it to a qualified serviceperson
bend
when service or repair is required.
6. Do not attempt to use any power cord
ghtly
or adaptor other than one specifically
designed for this model. Use only
y bethe included AC adaptor.
7. Do not pull, twist or severely bend
m wathe power cord.
dry
8. Do not wrap the power cord tightly
around the appliance.
9. Dry the trimmer completelyarea
befrom
fore charging it.
10. Keep the adaptor away from water
r. Do
and handle it only with dry hands.
wa11. Store the adaptor in a dry area where
it will be protected from damage. ning
d for
12. Wash the trimmer in tap water.
Do
apnot use salt water or boilingn wae the
ter.. Also, do not use cleaning
products that are designed for
as
toilets, bathrooms or kitchenrtappliances. Do not submergeconthe
trimmer for a long time.
n this
the
13. Do not take the housing apart as
ower
can affect the watertight construction.
14. Do not clean with water when the trimmer
is connected to the power cord.
useThis product is intended for household use only.

Specifications
Power source: See the name plate
on the product.
Motor voltage: 1.2V DC
Charging time: 8 hours
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